1. Contribution of environmental risk factors including infections in chronic noncommunicable (chronic) diseases such as diabetes
2. Analysis of extraction and transformation conditions for Phasedoactylum Tricornutum microalgae
3. Carbon Footprint of Organizations: Case Studies of the Petrolini and Petronielle and Office of the President, Chosun University
4. Socio-Cultural Sustainability: A Case Study of St. Martin’s College
5. The Evaluation of Thermal Comfort on Primary Schools in Quebec
6. Teacher’s Role In Identifying And Helping A Teenage In Distress: Monitoring Unsuspected Suicide Tendency
7. Role of ICT initiatives in Sustainable Progress of Rural Women in India
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Virtual Presentations

**Track C**

**Environmental Sustainability**

1. The Use Of Solar Energy In Public Lighting (Albanian Case)
   - PhD Candidate: Luciana Titi
   - Dr. Mine Duce
   - Assistant: Agjëtie Kastrati

2. The perspective of fly ash use in concrete production for mitigating the CO2 emissions from cement industry in Kosovo
   - PhD Candidate: Murad Qafleshi

3. Use of eucalyptus bark as tannin source for mitigating the CO2 emissions from cement industry in Kosovo
   - PhD Candidate: Mevlan Qafleshi

**Track B**

**Socio-Cultural Sustainability**

1. The implications of local government decentralization reform in Albania. The case of regional councils.
   - PhD Candidate: Alekta Baki

2. Regional Trade And Its Role In Albanian Economy
   - PhD Candidate: Agim Bajrami
   - Dr. Hajo von Hahn

3. Albanian financial system and its prospects
   - PhD Candidate: AgJon Gjini
   - Dr. Gjoni Gjini

4. Factors Affecting Business Performance: A Case Of Albanian Firms
   - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini
   - Dr. AgJon Gjini

5. The benefits of a modern public internal financial control system in Albania
   - PhD candidate: Arjan Gjini

6. Development and migration in Romania
   - PhD student: COCOS@BAMBALE KLEA

7. Economic relations between Italy and the Balkan region
   - PhD Candidate: Jacinta Gushe
   - PhD Candidate: Kludina Musa
   - PhD Candidate: Agjan Moraj

8. Managing cooperation of Kosovo small and medium enterprises with other countries in function economic growth
   - PhD Candidate: Emralt Nusha

9. Islamic vis. conventional funds: a comparative analysis over the financial crisis - Evidence from the Middle East.
   - Dr. Mohamed Fathy Mohamed Elmesseary

10. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

**Track D**

**Economic Sustainability**

1. Globalism - World Of Interconnected And Interdependent
   - PhD Candidate: Alona Linine

2. Albanian integration into CEPTA and its impact on trade relations
   - PhD Candidate: Mirza Mitrić
   - PhD Candidate: Shadian Murati
   - PhD Candidate: Dr. Kelmendi Rupi

3. Audit impact on the growth of public sector performance
   - Lecturer: Rikëdëja Voskërni

4. Cultural Heritage Management on tourism development.
   - PhD Candidate: Danilo Voskërni

5. Analysis Of The Factors Considered In Foreign Direct Investments In Kosovo
   - PhD Candidate: Demi Linu

6. Have Albanian firms perceptions on the severity of business environment elements changed over 2007-2013?
   - PhD Candidate: Dr. Betiçëa Shukriu

7. Economic relations between Italy and the Balkan region
   - PhD Candidate: Jacinta Gushe
   - PhD Candidate: Kludina Musa
   - PhD Candidate: Agjan Moraj

8. Managing cooperation of Kosovo small and medium enterprises with other countries in function economic growth
   - PhD Candidate: Emralt Nusha

9. Economic relations between Italy and the Balkan region
   - PhD Candidate: Jacinta Gushe
   - PhD Candidate: Kludina Musa
   - PhD Candidate: Agjan Moraj

10. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

11. The theoretical aspect of pension reforms, labor market features and the role in economic development
    - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Gjon Gjini

12. The impact of entrepreneurship into Economic Sustainability: Kosovo Case
    - PhD Candidate: Ilir Bytyçi

13. Liberalization of the Electricity Market and financial sector reforms
    - PhD Candidate: Agjin Dergotti
    - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini

14. Scoping for the role of the Albanian Government in supporting the development of the private sector
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

15. The role of liberalisation in the Electricity Market
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Kelmendi Rupi

16. The analysis of agricultural sector performance and its role in economic development
    - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Gjon Gjini

17. A framework of risks affecting the financial performance of enabling firms operating in Albania
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Betiçëa Shukriu

18. The theoretical aspect of pension reforms, labor market features and the role in economic development
    - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Gjon Gjini

19. The importance of trade diversion
    - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Gjon Gjini

20. The impact of entrepreneurship into Economic Sustainability: Kosovo Case
    - PhD Candidate: Ilir Bytyçi

21. Liberalization of the Electricity Market
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Kelmendi Rupi

22. The analysis of agricultural sector performance and its role in economic development
    - PhD Candidate: Arjan Gjini
    - PhD Candidate: Dr. Gjon Gjini

23. The evolution of minority rights at the international level over the Financial Crisis - Evidence from the Middle East.
    - Dr. Mohamed Fathy Mohamed Elmesseary

24. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

25. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

26. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

27. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

28. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

29. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj

30. Factors that impact on reducing tax evasion and avoidance of corporate income tax
    - PhD Candidate: Mentor Gashi
    - PhD Candidate: Agjon Moraj